Q: What is the size of the drivers?
A: This device has 13mm dynamic drivers which deliver clear mids, extended highs and rich bass.

Q: Does this earphone have a mic?
A: Yes, it comes with an inbuilt mic.

Q: Does it support voice assistants?
A: Yes, it does. You can activate voice assistants such as Google Assistant or Siri by tapping on the earphone 3 times.

Q: Are the earphones comfortable?
A: The Nokia T3030 packaging includes three different ear tip sizes (S, M, L). You can try the various ear tips to find the size that best suits you and delivers an optimal sound quality.

Q: What is the charging port type?
A: Charging port is Type C on the charging case.

Q: How to activate pairing mode?
A: You can activate the pairing mode by selecting the Nokia T3030 entry in the Bluetooth menu on your device.

Q: How to forward to the next track or go back?
A: You can choose the next track by tapping twice on the right earbud and the previous track by tapping twice on the left earbud.

Q: Which Bluetooth version does the Nokia T3030 support?
A: The Nokia T3030 supports Bluetooth 5.1 technology.